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Abstract

We introduce TS-ANNO, an open-source web
application for manual creation and for eval-
uation of parallel corpora for text simplifica-
tion. TS-ANNO can be used for i) sentence–
wise alignment, ii) rating alignment pairs (e.g.,
w.r.t. grammaticality, meaning preservation, ...),
iii) annotating alignment pairs w.r.t. simplifica-
tion transformations (e.g., lexical substitution,
sentence splitting, ...), and iv) manual simplifi-
cation of complex documents. For evaluation,
TS-ANNO calculates inter-annotator agreement
of alignments i) and annotations ii).

1 Introduction

A large number of texts are difficult to understand
for many people, e.g., people with low literacy
skills, non-native speakers, or people with cog-
nitive disabilities (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020b).
Text simplification (TS) aims to make complex
texts more accessible by editing their wording
and syntax, while preserving the original mean-
ing (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020b).

In automatic TS, parallel corpora that align sen-
tences from the original text with corresponding
professionally simplified sentences are precious
resources for training and evaluating TS systems.
Currently, however, high-quality corpora of this
type are rare and often of comparably small size
(e.g., Zero Hora (Caseli et al., 2009) or Terence
& Teacher (Brunato et al., 2015)). Therefore, of-
ten resources that were not designed for TS in the
first place are used to train TS systems (e.g., Sim-
ple Wikipedia texts (Coster and Kauchak, 2011;
Hwang et al., 2015)) (Štajner, 2021). As text sim-
plification is often performed on sentence-level,
two further problems of TS corpora arise: missing
sentence-level alignment (e.g., see Newsela (Xu
et al., 2015)) or error-prone automatic sentence
alignment (e.g., see PWKP (Zhu et al., 2010)) (Šta-
jner, 2021).

Furthermore, TS corpora are provided, if at all,
with the alignment, e.g., WikiLarge (Zhang and La-
pata, 2017) or Wiki-Auto (Jiang et al., 2020). Only
a few corpora contain information about the actual
types of simplification (simplification transforma-
tions, respective grammaticality, lexical complexity
etc. of the aligned sentences, etc.) (e.g., see Por-
Simple Corpus Caseli et al. (2009), SimpleSEW
corpus Amancio and Specia (2014) or Terence &
Teacher corpus Brunato et al. (2015)). Collecting
such data is difficult but could be useful to analyze
the advantages and limitations of TS systems (Alva-
Manchego et al., 2020b).

To facilitate the creation of manually annotated
high-quality TS corpora with n:m alignments of
full documents, we developed TS-ANNO, an open-
source, language-independent, all-in-one web ap-
plication. The web application supports:

• web scraping of parallel websites and local
files upload,

• n:m sentence-wise manual alignment,

• sentence-wise rating of grammaticality, sim-
plicity, coherence and ambiguity,

• pair-wise rating of meaning preservation, in-
formation gain, overall simplicity, structural
simplicity and lexical simplicity,

• pair-wise annotation of (fine-grained) simplifi-
cation transformations on word-level, phrase-
level, sentence-level and paragraph-level, and

• evaluation of the data collected.
The main functionalities of the annotation tool

are illustrated in Figure 1. A demonstration of
the tool and a demo video can be found here
https://ts-anno.phil.hhu.de/.1 The
source code is also available to create an own copy
of the annotation tool.2

1Register yourself to annotate on a test basis or log in
as test-User (password: TS_anno22) to test evaluations and
downloads.

2https://github.com/rstodden/TS_annotation_tool
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Figure 1: Visualization of TS-ANNO’s main function-
alities: i) build & upload, ii) annotation, iii) evaluation,
and iv) export. The numbered lists describe consecutive
steps, whereas the lettered lists describe alternatives.

In the remainder of the paper, we elaborate tech-
nical details and functionalities of TS-ANNO and
exemplify its usage.

2 TS-ANNO: Preparing the data

This section introduces implementation details,
user administration, data uploading and pre-
processing options of TS-ANNO.

2.1 System Architecture

TS-ANNO is an open-source web-based applica-
tion implemented in Python (Version 3.8)3 using
the Django web framework (Version 4)4 and Post-
greSQL5 for the underlying database structure. NG-
INX6 is used to configure the server of TS-ANNO.
The responsive interface of the application is de-
signed with Bootstrap (Version 4.5)7. Currently, all
interface instructions are in English, but they can
also be translated to other languages if required.
For each annotation step, the time is measured
to identify more or less difficult corpora or do-
mains. To further develop the tool, contributions
by the community are welcome by participation on
GitHub or by using the changelog function of the
annotation tool itself.

3https://www.python.org/downloads/
4https://www.djangoproject.com/
5https://www.postgresql.org/
6https://www.nginx.com/
7https://getbootstrap.com/

2.2 Administration + User Management

Django comes by default with an administrator in-
terface. In our case, it is helpful for the control
of corpora, users and annotations. In addition to
the basic user information of Django, upon reg-
istration, users are asked for some optional demo-
graphic characteristics, such as native language and
language level of the language to annotate. This
information can help to better understand the users’
ratings, especially regarding simplicity, which has
been shown to be subjective (Štajner, 2018).

2.3 Uploading and Metadata

TS-ANNO supports different approaches for data
insertion. Either local data can be uploaded or
online data can be automatically crawled and read
to the database.

Local Upload. TS-ANNO permits the upload of
parallel documents either as plain texts, paragraph
segmented texts, or pre-aligned texts.8 If no sim-
ple version of a document exists, the “to_simplify”
option can be ticked to add the data for the man-
ual simplification part of the tool. Furthermore,
before uploading, additional metadata regarding
copyright, domain and language levels of the doc-
uments are requested to incorporate practices for
responsible data (re-)use (Rogers et al., 2021) from
the start.

The functionality of uploading pre-aligned data
is illustrated in the online demo with the man-
ual simplifications of the ASSET corpus (Alva-
Manchego et al., 2020a). This corpus is selected
because a further analysis regarding the rewriting
transformations applied in combination with fine-
grained manual ratings of the simplification seems
to be a relevant supplement to ASSET.

Web Crawling. More and more manually and
professionally simplified texts are available on web-
sites. Among others, it might be due to the rec-
ommendation of the European standard for digital
accessibility (European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute, 2021) to provide easy-to-read texts
on (at least public authority) websites. Mostly these
texts are aligned with parallel versions in standard
language.

8TS-ANNO does not support automatic sentence alignment,
but it can handle already aligned sentences. Before upload-
ing, the texts can be aligned manually or with any automatic
alignment algorithm (e.g., MASSalign (Paetzold et al., 2017),
CATS (Štajner et al., 2018), or a neural CRF model (Jiang
et al., 2020)).
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Battisti et al. (2020) have shown that TS can
benefit from these websites by developing a web
crawler to download their texts, images and typog-
raphy. In order to also access the texts of the paral-
lel web pages, TS-ANNO integrates a web crawler
(build with the Python library Beautiful Soup9) that
enables the extraction and alignment of these valu-
able documents. The web crawler automatically
aligns complex documents with parallel, simple
documents and recognizes paragraph endings.10

Currently, the system contains example web
crawlers for the websites of “Inclusion Europe”11

and “Alumniportal Deutschland”12. On the web-
site of Alumniportal Deutschland, openly licensed,
parallel German documents (original: CEFR level
B1-B2, simple A1-A2) are published, which ex-
emplify the annotation of everyday documents in
TS-ANNO. The website of Inclusion Europe in-
cludes parallel complex-simple documents in four
languages (German, English, Spanish and French),
which make possible to create a multi-lingual sim-
plification corpus with TS-ANNO.

2.4 Pre-processing

During upload, no matter whether local or online,
the data will be pre-processed with a language-
specific NLP pipeline of SpaCy (Version 3) (Hon-
nibal et al., 2020).13

Possible pre-processing problems, e.g., segmen-
tation errors or HTML left-over of crawling, can
be reported per sentence in the interface.

3 TS-ANNO: Annotation

The main functionality of TS-ANNO is the annota-
tion, which comprises alignment, transformation
annotation, rating and manual simplification. Over-
all, the annotation is structured by the corpora to an-
notate. Each corpus contains at least one document
pair, which in turn consists of a complex document
and a parallel simplified document (except for man-
ual simplification). For detailed instructions on
how to annotate and how to use the annotation tool,
we refer to the annotation guidelines.14

9https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/
10If the web crawler is used, please pay attention to the

copyright of the texts of the websites.
11https://www.inclusion-europe.eu/
12https://www.alumniportal-deutschland.org/
13SpaCy currently supports 18 languages, 44 are planned

and a multi-language model exists for other languages.
14https://github.com/rstodden/TS_annotation_tool/tree/-

master/annotation_schema

The online demo contains pre-aligned senentece
pairs of ASSET (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020a) and
a few annotated document pairs of Alumniportal to
illustrate the functionalities of TS-ANNO.

3.1 Aligning Sentences

Alignment is the process of finding and group-
ing text elements, such as documents, paragraphs
or sentences, of at least two parallel or compa-
rable texts with a quite similar meaning. In TS-
ANNO, in any case, complex and simple documents
are aligned when uploading the data (see subsec-
tion 2.3). Depending on the input data, sentence
pairs can also be already aligned during the up-
load. The annotation tool further supports the man-
ual alignment (or alignment correction) of para-
graphs and sentences. Each complex and simple
sentence co-occurs with a button that highlights the
most similar sentence(s) in the corresponding text
(based on SpaCy’s word embeddings) to facilitate
sentence alignment.

In TS, sentence alignment pairs mostly contain
only one sentence of each document (1:1, e.g.,
copying or rephrasing the text). However they can
also contain only one sentence of one document
(1:0 or 0:1, e.g., sentence omitting for removing
unimportant text or sentence insertion for explana-
tions), several sentences in one document (1:n or
n:1, e.g., splitting a sentence or merging sentences)
or several sentences in both documents (n:m, e.g.,
sentence fusion) (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020b).
As illustrated in Figure 2, any number of sentences
of both documents can be selected, therefore, TS-
ANNO supports all of the named (n:m) alignments.

All sentences which are identical in the complex
and simplified document are automatically aligned
and disabled in the front-end to speed-up manual
alignment. Furthermore, after the manual align-
ment of a document, all not aligned simple and
complex sentences are automatically aligned as in-
sertion or omitting.

Currently, for most existing corpora, the align-
ments are automatically generated. However, TS-
ANNO does not include alignment algorithms due
to their questionable quality. The automatic align-
ment models can often only identify pairs of
(nearly) identical sentences but cannot correctly
extract “strong paraphrases” where the structure
and semantic were highly changed (Štajner, 2021).
Therefore, at least for test sets, manually alignment
or alignment post-editing are highly recommended.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of TS-ANNO during the sentence alignment of two complex and one simple sentences of a
German document pair of Alumniportal Deutschland. The upper part contains the complex document on the left
and the simple document on the right. Per each document, all sentences are listed, including paragraph markers and
three buttons: i) a bug button to report content issues, ii) a button to focus most similar sentences in the counterpart,
and iii) an edit button to change the alignment of the sentence. In the lower part, all already aligned sentences are
shown accompanied with buttons i) to edit or ii) to delete the alignment, iii) to rate the aligned sentence pair or iv)
to add the rewriting transformations of the pair.

3.2 Transformation Annotation of Alignment
Pairs

In the simplification process, various different
rewriting strategies can be applied to the complex
texts and, hence, it can result in several different
simplified sentences. For the creation of some
TS corpora, annotators were asked to simplify the
text following a given list of rewriting transforma-
tions, e.g., Barancikova and Bojar (2020); Alva-
Manchego et al. (2020a) or were asked to add the
transformations during (or after) alignment, e.g.,
Caseli et al. (2009); Bott and Saggion (2011b);
Amancio and Specia (2014); Brunato et al. (2015).

Enriching aligned corpora with transformation
annotations could help to improve TS systems by
adding a preceding sequence labeling step for trans-
formation identification (e.g., Dong et al. (2019);
Kumar et al. (2020); Omelianchuk et al. (2021)).
TS systems with other approaches could benefit
from the transformation annotations by splitting
and mixing the data splits based on the annota-

tions or gaining more insights into the generated
simplifications (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020b). Fur-
thermore, the number of different transformations
can be used to quantify the “simplicity gain” (Xu
et al., 2016).

TS-ANNO permits the annotator to choose af-
fected tokens in the alignment pair and to assign
transformation labels to it; multiple labels are possi-
ble. The tokens can optionally be color-coded, e.g.,
red for delete, orange for replaced, and blue for
added, to emphasize the changes in the sentences.
The label can correspond to the general transfor-
mation level (paragraph, sentence, phrase or word),
or a transformation class name can be specified
per level. In addition, the labels can be chosen
even more fine-grained as for some transformation
classes sub-transformation labels are provided.

The transformation levels, classes and sub-
transformations can be dynamically changed to
consider language-wise differences and preferred
annotation schemes. As default, TS-ANNO con-
tains transformations that were used (with similar
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terms) in existing TS annotation schemes (Bott
and Saggion, 2014; Brunato et al., 2015; Gonzalez-
Dios et al., 2018; Koptient et al., 2019): 1. delete,
2. insert, 3. merge, 4. reorder, 5. split, 6. lexical
simplification. In addition, we add verbal changes
as transformation because, in German text simplifi-
cation, the verb’s voice or mood are often changed.
A list of the default labels of TS-ANNO is provided
in Appendix A.2.

3.3 Rating of Alignment Pairs

Following Alva-Manchego et al. (2020b), human
assessment of system predictions is for now the
most reliable evaluation method of text simplifica-
tion systems. Furthermore, rating of the simplifi-
cation pairs helps to reveal the unclear initial state
of a (web-) corpus, e.g., i) are the original and sim-
plified sentences grammatically correct, ii) is the
(simplified) sentence really simple, iii) to which
extent are the simplified sentences simpler than
the original sentences or iv) to which extent are
the pairs lexically or syntactically simplified. An
imbalance in the data could for instance lead to
training a TS system to only correct grammar is-
sues, to only produce syntactic simplifications or
only weak simplifications.

Therefore, TS-ANNO supports relative rating of
the aligned sentence pairs, i.e., change between
original and simplified sentence (see example iii)
and iv)), and absolute ratings of the original and
simplified sentence (see example i) and ii)) on a
Likert-scale. As many different rating schemes for
TS exist (for a summary see Alva-Manchego et al.
(2020b); Štajner (2021)), the rating aspects and the
rating scale size can be dynamically changed in
TS-ANNO.

All aspects are accompanied by a statement for
which the annotators are asked to agree or disagree,
following Alva-Manchego et al. (2020a); Maddela
et al. (2021). An overview of all default aspects, in-
cluding all statements, is provided in Appendix A.1.
The chosen default scale is a 5-point Likert-scale,
normally ranging from 1 to 5. However, rating
of simplicity is a subjective task (Štajner, 2018),
hence, different ratings are expected. To ensure
that the ratings are due to subjective perspectives
on simplicity and not due to different understand-
ings of the scale,15 the scale endpoints of some

15Stodden (2021) shows that annotators of TS corpora have
different understandings of the lowest scale point in simplicity
rating, i.e., either same and higher complexity or only higher
complexity.

aspects can be changed to −2 to +2 to emphasize
the meaning of the lowest (−2, reverse change)
and the middle point (0, no change). Furthermore,
annotation guidelines with the annotation scheme
chosen should be handed out to all annotators.

3.4 Manual Simplification

As an additional feature, TS-ANNO supports
sentence-wise manual simplification. Most of the
available simplification corpora focus on Wikipedia
data or news texts (Štajner, 2021). However, in
2014, Pellow and Eskenazi already justified the
need to simplify everyday documents. Therefore,
we encourages the simplification of texts of other
domains, such as illustrated with how-to-articles
of wikiHow16 (Koupaee and Wang, 2018) in the
online demo. Furthermore, the manual simplifi-
cation option can be used to generate alternative
simplifications of existing simplification pairs for a
better evaluation (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020a).

After the complex data upload, an annotator can
select at least one sentence of a complex document
on the left and add a simpler version in the text box
on the right. To ease the simplification, the guide-
line of Inclusion Europe is linked as simplification
instructions for easy-to-read language (CEFR level
A1);17 as soon as the ISO standard of plain lan-
guage is published these instructions will also be
linked for plain language (CEFR level A2 to B1).18

Furthermore, TS-ANNO exemplary integrates
the multi-lingual TS system MUSS (Martin et al.,
2020) to provide suggestions on how to simplify
the marked complex sentence(s); it can be easily
exchanged with other TS systems.

4 TS-ANNO: Evaluation and Export

4.1 Evaluation / Inter-Annotator Agreement

The annotation tool also provides some evaluation
approaches.The inter-annotator agreement (IAA)
of the alignment and the rating is calculated per
all corpora, each corpus, each domain and each
document.19

However, a low level of IAA does not always
indicate a bad quality of the annotations. On the

16https://www.wikihow.com/Main-Page
17Guidelines in many languages: https://www.inclusion-

europe.eu/easy-to-read-standards-guidelines/
18The ISO/WD 24495-1 is currently under development

see: https://www.iso.org/standard/78907.html.
19Depending on the number of annotators, either Cohen’s

Kappa (2 annotators) or Fleiss’ Kappa (> 2 annotators) is
calculated.
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one hand, it can be due to annotation errors, but on
the other hand, it can also be due to different sub-
jective perspectives on the task (see Reidsma and
op den Akker (2008)). Rating of simplicity is such
a subjective task. Hence, we plan to implement a
disagreement metric, similar to the polarization in-
dex of (Akhtar et al., 2019), that relates annotation
choices to the demographic characteristics of the
annotators.

4.2 Data Export

Alignment Export. TS-ANNO supports three for-
mats of alignment export: i) parallel files with a
simplification instance per line as most common
practice is TS research (Xu et al., 2016; Alva–
Manchego et al., 2020a), ii) crossed sentence pairs
of full documents with a label specifying whether
aligned or not (e.g., see Jiang et al. (2020)), or
iii) parallel files with a continuous document text
per line (e.g., see Sun et al. (2021)). The first for-
mat encourages sentence-level simplification, the
second training of a automatic sentence alignment
model and the third document-level simplification.

Annotation and Rating Export. Furthermore,
the data can also be exported in a CSV file contain-
ing all annotated information per aligned sentence
pair per user, e.g., one column per evaluation aspect
and one column per transformation. The output can
be filtered per corpus and per annotator.

Following the recommendations of Prabhakaran
et al. (2021) on transparency and increased utility
of datasets for downstream use cases, in the export
of the annotation tool, all annotations of all raters
are included without any aggregation to keep all
possibly subjective annotations and to facilitate
evaluation with disagreements.

Metadata Export. TS-ANNO provides auto-
matic support for completing data sheets based on
Huggingface Data Cards20 as demanded for produc-
ing responsible NLP (Rogers et al., 2021). The sys-
tem makes proposals for the data sheets questions
based on the given metadata, e.g., demographics of
the annotators or domains of the corpora.

5 Use Case

TS-ANNO was already tested by aligning Ger-
man parallel web texts, e.g., the openly licensed,
parallel documents of the website “Alumniportal

20https://github.com/huggingface/datasets/blob/master/temp-
lates/README_guide.md

Deutschland”. The documents have been uploaded
with the internal web crawler and were automati-
cally pre-processed. Two annotators have manu-
ally aligned the sentence pairs and annotated them
with rewriting transformations and rating aspects.21

The demonstration version of TS-ANNO contains
a few annotated documents of this corpus, includ-
ing different alignment types, ratings and rewriting
transformations to exemplify the evaluation and
download options.

Overall, the test usage of TS-ANNO led to some
minor improvements, which are already included
in this system description.

6 Related Work

Several aligned TS corpora exist, some with anno-
tated rewriting transformations and some test sets
with rated evaluation aspects (see (Alva-Manchego
et al., 2020b) as an overview). However, most au-
thors have not provided a reusing option for their
annotation interfaces or have only focused on one
of the TS annotation tasks, e.g., aligning, simplifi-
cation, rating, or transformation annotation. There-
fore, we present the related work per TS task.

Alignment. The most comparable manual align-
ment annotation frameworks to TS-ANNO are
Tiedemann (2006); Bott and Saggion (2011a); Paet-
zold et al. (2017), and Jiang et al. (2020), which
show also both documents (the original and sim-
plified), in parallel and highlight paragraph blocks.
However, in contrast to TS-ANNO, ISA (Tiede-
mann, 2006) supports only 1:1 alignment, and, in
the annotation interface of Jiang et al. (2020), sen-
tence borders can be changed as they are high-
lighted and not tagged as in our tool.

Simplification. For writing simplifications, sev-
eral commercial and non-commercial tools, or
computer-aided translation software exist to facili-
tate writing easy to understand texts. Some of them
offer more writing support than the others: e.g.,
LanguageTool for German,22 FriendlyReader for

21Both annotators are German native speakers, trained
in linguistics as well as simple languages, have at least a
graduation diploma, and were paid for their work with at
least the minimum wage of their country of residence. The
annotators were provided with the following annotation
guidelines and instructions on how to use the annotation
tool: https://github.com/rstodden/TS_annotation_tool/blob/-
master/annotation_schema/Annotationsrichtlinien_TS_anno-
DE.pdf.

22https://languagetool.org/de/leichte-sprache/
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Swedish,23 or Hero-App for English and Dansk,24

offer most of it by highlighting complex passages
and showing rewriting suggestions. The simplifica-
tion annotation editor of Caseli et al. (2009) also
offers rewriting suggestions, which the annotator
can accept or decline.

TS-ANNO does not support rewriting sugges-
tions yet and is more similar to the simplifica-
tion procedure described in Alva-Manchego et al.
(2020a), in which crowd workers were provided
only with annotation guidelines and should rewrite
the sentences without any assistance. However,
they added their simplifications within a crowd-
sourcing platform and not in an annotation tool.

Rating. Even if manual rating of TS output is per-
formed on many TS system outputs, no shared an-
notation tool for rating exists. Often crowdsourcing
platforms, e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk or Fig-
ure Eight, are used to ask the rating questions, such
as for the ASSET Corpus (Alva-Manchego et al.,
2020a) and the Simplicity-DA Data Set (Alva-
Manchego et al., 2021).

Transformations. The annotation of rewriting
transformations is a general sequence labeling prob-
lem, therefore, popular sequence labeling tools
such as BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012) could be
used. Gonzalez-Dios et al. (2018) adapt BRAT for
TS rewriting annotation by pointing an affected
sequence in the original sentence and labeling it
with the transformation. In contrast, Koptient et al.
(2019) annotated the transformations on the word-
level at the parallel text using a modification of
YAWAT (Germann, 2008). TS-ANNO is more simi-
lar to YAWAT as it facilitates the annotation within
a parallel setting, but extends it via the annota-
tion of also phrase-, sentence-, and paragraph-level
transformations.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no annota-
tion tool exists yet, combining all needs of building
text simplification corpora, i.e., manual simplifi-
cation, pair rating, transformation annotation and
sentence alignment.

7 Limitations

So far, TS-ANNO has been tested only for English,
Spanish, French, Farsi, and German. SpaCy, which
is used for pre-processing, should support many
languages, though maybe not always be with the

23http://www.friendlyreader.se/
24https://heroapp.ai/en/

same quality. For languages that SpaCy does not
support, corpora have to be sentence split and to-
kenized before uploading them. However, it is
also possible to exchange SpaCy with another NLP
framework.

The annotation tool does not support active learn-
ing yet; its current focus is on high-quality manual
alignment, rating and annotation of parallel data.

Štajner (2021); Alva-Manchego et al. (2020b)
state that rating is not enough to evaluate TS texts,
comprehension tests, measuring reading time and
eye fixations are also relevant. Unfortunately, TS-
ANNO only supports rating as it is yet the most
dominant approach.

8 Conclusion & Further Work

We presented TS-ANNO, an open-source, web-
based application for the purpose of facilitating the
time-consuming process of building high-quality
corpora for text simplification or of evaluating
quality of existing corpora. The annotation tool
combines relevant functionalities for building TS
corpora, e.g., crawling parallel web documents,
sentence-wise alignment of parallel documents, hu-
man assessment of alignment pairs, annotation of
transformations applied to get the simplified sen-
tence of the pair and evaluating the data, e.g., via
inter-annotator agreement. The human assessment
of simplification pairs could help to identify and
filter out pairs of sentences with an increase of com-
plexity (rather than a decrease) from the complex to
the simple document. Furthermore, transformation
labels allow characterizing the performed changes.
Both information could be used to evaluate TS sys-
tems and give insights in their “black boxes”.

In future work, we plan to extend the simplifi-
cation option by highlighting complex phrases. In
addition, it would be interesting to integrate ac-
tive learning or a neural alignment system, which
could suggest possible sentence alignments. It is
also planned to add more websites to the crawler
option of TS-ANNO to facilitate creating corpora
with texts of other languages or other domains.
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9 Ethics/Impact Statement

Intended Use. In general, simplifying texts
makes sense in order to give more people access
to information. In addition to analog information
dissemination via newspapers or books, digital in-
formation dissemination via websites is becoming
increasingly relevant. In addition to technical barri-
ers, such as the readability and user guidance of a
website, the complexity or language level of texts
on websites also plays an important role. The sim-
pler the text, the more people can understand it.
The more people understand the text, the more peo-
ple have the chance to get involved, e.g., in the form
of discussions or dissemination of information.

The here proposed annotation tool is designed to
create parallel datasets with aligned sentence pairs,
one complex and one simplified for TS. Addition-
ally, the sentence pairs can be rated regarding their
complexity, grammaticality, meaning preservation
and added with transformations applied during the
simplification process. The output, a dataset for
TS, could be used to train an automatic TS sys-
tem which helps people with reading problems to
understand more texts.

Failure modes & Misuse Potential. The usage
of the annotation tool highly depends on what the
administrator and user do with it. Undesired texts
could be inserted or annotators could write harmful
comments or simplifications. The resulting corpus
could be misused to train a system to make texts
even more difficult to read than, as intended, more
simpler. Also, the annotations (ratings, alignments
or transformation annotations) could be intention-
ally manipulated or unintentionally wrongly pre-
processed by the underlying systems, e.g., sentence
splitting or tokenization.

However, the dataset’s quality is essential for the
use case of TS, as people will rely on it. Hence,
TS-ANNO tries to support quality checks of the pro-
duced data, e.g., by calculating the inter-annotator
agreement, reporting errors in the texts due to pre-
processing, and by rating the sentence pairs before
publishing the dataset. Users identified as not re-
liable or even harmful could be banned from the
annotation platform by the administrator. Addition-
ally, some unexpected behavior of the annotation
tool cannot be precluded entirely. However, users
can report issues either on GitHub to the developers
or via the changelog feature to the administrator.

Biases. ML systems can get biased based on the
data they are trained on, therefore we show texts
from different domains in our example. Adminis-
trators of TS-ANNO should be aware of this bias
and carefully select the texts to annotate. Further-
more, the ratings regarding simplicity are highly
subjective, hence, the selection of annotators, e.g.,
only people with high literacy and language level,
can bias the rating. The ratings might be com-
pletely different if the target group of the simplified
texts would rate the sentence pairs. Administrators
should keep it in mind and always describe the an-
notator group. Therefore, the metadata export of
TS-ANNO includes metadata of the texts and the
annotators to support the administrators.

Annotators. During registration, annotators are
asked to voluntarily add some relevant demo-
graphic characteristics, such as native language and
language level of the language to annotate. Also,
the username is freely selectable, hence, if not de-
sired, no personal information must be shared. All
information is optional but highly preferable as they
are helpful to understand the users’ annotations.

Furthermore, the annotators of the example
dataset were paid for their annotations following
with at least the minimum wage of Germany, the
country of residence.

Computing Time. The annotation tool is a web
application, hence, a server is required to run the
annotation tool. Administrators can run it either
locally or on an external server. No additional com-
puting power or hardware is required. However,
to ensure access to the annotation tool, the server
needs to be permanently run or the access time
should be restricted.
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A Appendix

A.1 Rating Aspects

Aspect Statement

Grammaticality The simplified sentence is fluent, there are no
grammatical errors.

Grammaticality
(original) The original sentence is fluent, there are no

grammatical errors.
Meaning
Preservation

The simplified sentence adequately expresses
the meaning of the original sentence, perhaps
omitting the least important information.

Information
Gain In the simplified sentence, information is

added or gets more explicit than in the orig-
inal sentence.

Overall
Simplicity The simplified sentence is easier to understand

than the original sentence.
Structural
Simplicity The structure of the simplified sentence is eas-

ier to understand than the structure of the orig-
inal sentence.

Lexical
Simplicity The words of the simplified sentence are easier

to understand than the words of the original
sentence.

Simplicity
(simple) The simplified sentence is easy to understand.

Simplicity
(original) The original sentence is easy to understand.

Coherence
(simple) The simplified sentence is understandable with-

out reading the whole paragraph.
Coherence
(original) The original sentence is understandable with-

out reading the whole paragraph.
Ambiguity
(simple) The simplified sentence is ambiguous. It can

be read in different ways.
Ambiguity
(original) The original sentence is ambiguous. It can be

read in different ways.

Table 1: Default rating aspects of TS-ANNO.

A.2 Rewriting Transformation Label Scheme

Level Class Name Sub Transformation

Word

Deletion

Discourse Marker
Abbreviation
Filler Words
Other

Lexical Substitution

Compound Segmentation
More Frequent Word
Abbreviation
Anaphora
Shorter Word
Synonym
Hyponym
Hypernym
Nominalization
Methaphor
Number
Date
Other

Inflection

Insert
Ellipsis Filled
Other

Phrase

Reorder
Discontinuity Resolution
Other

Deletion

Phrase
Clause
Replace
Less Adjunct Phrase
Other

Rephrase

Sentence

Split

Coordinate Clause
Subordinate Clause
Appositive Phrase
Adverbial Phrase
Relative Clause
Other

Verbal Changes
Voice of Verb
Verb Tense
Verb Mood

Lexical Substitution
Verbalization
Other

Reorder

Subject-Verb Reorder
Genetive to Dative
Negative to Positive
Other

Rephrase
No Operation

Paragraph

Reorder
Sentence-Order Changed
Other

Merge
Deletion

Insert
Explanation
Exemplification
Other

Table 2: Default rewriting transformation labels of TS-
ANNO.
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